UN PARALLEL TEXT CORPUS USER AGREEMENT

This document states the terms of the agreement between ______________________________ ("User") and the Linguistic Data Consortium ("LDC") concerning the provision of the UN Parallel Text Corpus ("UNPTC") to User.

As a condition of receiving the UNPTC from the LDC, User hereby agrees to abide by the following terms and conditions.

User will use the UNPTC for research purposes only. User agrees not to copy, redistribute, or disclose the UNPTC to others outside of User's research group.

User acknowledges that the UNPTC is protected by copyright. User will make no use of the UNPTC that is not explicitly permitted by this Agreement.

User shall send a signed copy of this agreement by facsimile to LDC, fax number (+1) 215 573-2175. Alternately, User shall email an electronic version of the signed agreement to LDC at ldc@ldc.upenn.edu.

By: ______________________________
Name: ______________________________
Department: ______________________________
Date: ____________________________